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Click or tick the correct answers
1) Moscow is the capital and largest city of __________
a) Russia
b) Croatia
c) Czech Republic
2) In the Russian language, how is Moscow called?
a) Moscov
b) Moskva
c) Maskow
3) Moscow lies on the ____________ river
a) Moscow
b) Petersburg
c) Russian
4) How are Russian rulers addressed?
a) Chancellors
b) Kings
c) Tsars
5) Which year was Moscow made the capital of Russia?
a) 1917
b) 1918
c) 1919
6) What’s the annual average precipitation of Moscow?
a) 600 mm
b) 800 mm
c) 690 mm
7) What was the population of Moscow in the year 2003?
a) 10,469,000
b) 12,546,000
c) 11,284,000
8) What’s the largest ethnic group in Moscow?
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a) The Russians
b) The jews
c) The belarusians
9) How are the residents of Moscow called?
a) Moscians
b) Muscovites
c) Moscows
10) What’s the predominant religion in Moscow?
a) Islam
b) Hinduism
c) Orthodox Christianity
11) What’s the name of the most important educational institution in Russia?
a) Russian state university
b) Moscow federal university
c) Moscow state university
12) In which year was the university in answer 11 above created?
a) 1730
b) 1755
c) 1770
13) In which year was the Bolshoi theatre built?
a) 1825
b) 1840
c) 1895
14) What’s the name of russia’s oldest ballet companies?
a) Bolshoi company
b) Bolshoi ballet
c) Bolshoi theatre
15) More than half of moscow’s highly skilled industrial workforce is employed in
___________
a) Engineering
b) Medicine
c) Military
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